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Score One for Gingerich

In 2003 mid-September, Alex Jones (spurred on by Dennis Duke)1 fortunately investigated the origin of the Almajest mean motions of Mars&Jupiter — and right away
definitively solved (see within: ‡4 eqs.31&45) these two problems, the secret of which had
for decades eluded Neugebauer, DR, Gingerich, Toomer, S.Goldstein, Moesgaard, etc.
In fairness to DR-libeler Owen Gingerich, DR must (DIO 1.2 fn 179) note upfront:
OG’s 1983 disbelief (to which DR made [now semi-ironically] strong objection) in DR’s
false Mars solution (‡4 eq.35) has recently been redeemed2 by Jones’ find of the true
solution. (For DR’s own nest of redemptions in this connexion see ‡4 fn 21 items [i]-[iv].)
Is this a Gingerich vindication? Or: is it (p.32 fn 5) that when one keeps blanketdiscounting (DIO 11.3 ‡6 §B1) or attacking (p.33 fn 7) all of a hate-object’s discoveries
(hundreds at www.dioi.org/cot.htm), one is stopped-clock-certain to be right on occasion?
We’ll know when OG begins to treat DIO theories with 1-by-1 equitable discrimination.
[Note added 2008. DR’s 2003 try at crediting OG here forgetfully neglected an item which unambiguously tests for whether OG’s Mars objection was math or politics. See DIO 1.1 ‡1 fn 9 online.]

Some positive omens in this direction: [a] Not long ago, OG favorably reviewed
a D.Duke paper which redeems DR’s longtime position (contra OG’s decades of serial
apologia) on the Ancient Star Catalog question. [b] OG was (as we note in DIO 13.1
p.3 fn 3) the very 1st party to own up to the validity of DR&Pickering’s spherical trig
correction to the K.Spence-OG Nature 2000/11/16 papers on the Giza pyramids. [c] As
noted in DIO 9.1 (‡1 pp.3&4), OG was 1st to tell us of DIO’s vindication as sole journal
that publicly pre-identified the party (Astron Royal’s longtime Chief Ass’t) who stole the
RGO Neptune file. (Likewise, DR was 1st to tell OG [2003/9/18 & 10/6] he’d been right on
‡4 eq.37’s non-uniqueness.) [d] On 2003/10/6, OG & DR agreed to try for better relations.3
And it was nice to hear very recently through the vine that OG has been privately
owning that much of DR’s work is indeed of high quality. We continue to wait patiently for
such Gingerich-ethical-rebirth intellectual generosity to debut substantially in print at last.
1
After Jones emailed Duke the Jupiter solution, Duke successfully applied the same method to Mars
and emailed that planet’s correct solution to Jones — finding that Jones was simultaneously emailing
him the same result. Duke generously refuses to take credit for anything beyond (the crucial act of)
inspiring Jones’ find; but I think these details (of a delightful chapter in our field’s continually-surprising
history) are of sufficient interest that the full story should be recorded. Note that Jones is the 3rd major
classicist (following J.Fotheringham & A.Diller) who’s made admirable math-based contributions to
the history of ancient astronomy and mathematics. DIO revels in such seeming incongruities.
2
OG thought (1983) an alternate solution possible (while himself proposing an impossible alternate
ratio). Jones proved Gingerich right (and DR quite wrong) in this instance. (OG’s automatic AlternateTheory mantra led him into blindalleyville elsewhere; e.g., compare DIO 4.3 ‡15 §H5 to item [a] on
this page; & see p.31 fn 1.) DR has long noted that alternate explanations are possible for all theories
(valid or no); but this is (DIO 4.3 ‡15 §I3) “an argument for skeptical discussion, not for suppression.”
3
DR again-insisted [again-vainly: p.33 fn 7] that a start towards rapprochement must include correction of Sky&Telescope’s (2002 Feb p.40) faithful echo of OG’s false libel (see HASTRO [OG 2000/4/22]
vs. [DR 2000/5/9]) that DR had started “abusive” correspondence with J.Hist.Astr’s M.Hoskin (details: DIO 11.1 p.2 & more fully at www.dioi.org), a charge that none of the smearmongers has been
able to document, in response to DIO’s repeated challenges to do so. Not Gingerich; nor S&T; nor
author B.Schaefer (who was elevated onto JHA’s Board immediately after his 2002/2 attack, & is still
writing for S&T: 2003/3); nor JHA-funktionary Hoskin, the true incendiary, who enragedly responded
(1983/3/3) to patently well-meant DR advice & criticism of JHA refereeing, by libelsuit-threat & the
soon-amusingly-backfired (DIO 11.1 p.2 !) charge that DR had told a “damned lie”. Question: how
much time, opportunity, & incoming contradiction must come to pass before non-withdrawal of a
nationally-circulated smear (S&T has boasted of ordmag 100000 readers) — for years known to be
unsupportable — becomes elevated to the status of now-deliberate sham by all the cringing perps?
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The 1st van der Waerden Induction Awards
DIO’s Ten Thousand-Dollar Match-Prizes
[On these & other DIO Prizes: www.dioi.org]
Alex Jones’ dazzling 2003 success (p.30), in eliminating two of the ten match-challenges
(p.33) distributed by DR at the 2003/6/19-22 University of Notre Dame history-of-astronomy conference, has inspired DIO to up the stakes in the ongoing enterprise of discovery
throughout the wonderful inductive garden of ancient-astronomy research.
DR now hereby not only reiterates his challenges but subjects his list of reconstructive
fits to judgement by an independent quartet of highly qualified experts, whose members
have volunteered to evaluate challengers’ submissions:
Dennis Duke (Physics, Florida State University),
Alex Jones (Classics, University of Toronto),
Hugh Thurston (Mathematics, Prof. Emeritus, University of British Columbia),
Curtis Wilson (History of Astronomy, Prof. Emeritus, St.John’s College, Annapolis).
All four have already (see fn 2 & DIO 7.1 ‡2) participated in efforts to overturn DR theories,
and most of the members have been involved in at least 1 successful challenge.
Our proposal and promise is as follows: any scholar who can find solutions that are
deemed by three of the panel’s foursome to be superior to (more plausible in toto than)
any of the eight1 so-far-still-unmatched items in the following challenge-list (p.33) will be
memorialized via DIO publication of his discoveries, and as winner of the B. L. van der
Waerden Award for Induction, which is one of DIO’s several $1000 prizes.
[Other $1000 winners announced during 2004 (citations at www.dioi.org/pri.htm):
Charles Kowal (R. R. Newton Award for Scientific History),
Myles Standish (E. Myles Standish Award for Scientific Principle).]
If the challenger is himself a member of the committee (a distinct possibility, given its
members’ fertility), then he will need to convince the other three judges. To certify our
seriousness in this grand-new octo-challenge, we have already sent the appropriate $2000
prize to Alex Jones: a grand each for his two brilliant successes.
Personally, DR doubts that alot (if any) more of the $10000 we’ve put on the line will
ever be paid out, much less all of it (which is why DIO is willing [idem] to grant the van
der Waerden Award to other worthy inductions, during those years when the List-of-Eight
doesn’t shrink); however, such decisions are now entirely out of DR’s hands. In any case,
he hopes that the unquestioned circumstance that he very occasionally2 misjudges such
situations will inspire a plenitude of swipes at our challenge’s eight jutting chins. . . . And,
even if every jaw proves glassless, and all survive as The 8 Immortal Mandibles, nonetheless:
challengers’ hunts are likely at the very least to trigger serendipitous by-product discoveries.
Tally-ho!
1
One could (see ‡4 fn 21) formally up the following list from eight to eleven items, by adding in
DR’s DIO 2.1 ‡3 §C3 solutions for the Almajest Mercury, Venus, & Saturn mean-motions [sent by
letter to a then-unappreciative Gingerich on 1980/4/13]; all 3 are provided here in ‡4: Mercury (eq.14)
[1-part-in-a-trillion-plus], Venus (eq.22), & Saturn (eq.54). However, these 3 solutions’ validity is
undoubted by anyone, since their components are as attested as those of Jones’ two parallel solutions
for Mars & Jupiter. So we will leave the total of DIO challenges at eight, at least for now.
2
See p.30 fn 1, DIO 2.1 ‡3 fnn 10&26, DIO 3 fn 54, DIO 4.3 ‡14, DIO 10 fnn 3&82, & DIO 13.1
‡2 §§D&E4.
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UltraMaxing Cemental-Case Ungenerosity
CounterHexing DIOMagic
In the 1967 film, Guide for the Married Man: Joey Bishop’s wife surprises him
simultaneously in bed&flagrante. Unruffled, the culprits just calmly dress; the exiting
vamp says not a word. The wife shrieks: who’s that woman? But Joey just tidies-up the
bed, deadpan-affecting bored puzzlement, as if there were no contretemps at all. Quickly
the woman is gone, the bed neat; Joey calmly reads&asks: Woman? What woman . . . ?
Even while Joeyesquely deny-deny-dodging DR, Ptolemy’s worshippers (the Muffia)
privately call DR’s work “admirably ingenious”, “clever”, “brilliant” — but of course
“never convincing”1 (almost or totally, depending on Muffioso) and thus not worth publicly
crediting for any scholarly contribution.2 (Such nose-in-air-ishness is best rhinoplastied by
putting the snipers’ ultimate place [in scientific history] up against those of DIO’s backers,
some already assuredly immortal: van der Waerden, R.Newton, Kowal, Standish, etc.)
Question: What theory fits such inconsistent Muffia fits over DR’s reconstructive fits?
Hypothesis: the Muffia circle hopes-fantasizes that virtually the entire broad spectrum
of DR’s 1/4 century of highly precise reconstructive matches (to ancient Greek astronomical
data) is just alot of illusions, like parlor magic tricks. OK, OK, so the math is correct, but
we know that no one outside our cult could possibly be adding much to a field where We are
The-Experts.3 Such greeneyed outrage can be seen as weirdly-flattering, but it also suggests
a test-challenge: let the incomparable Muffia produce its own competing mere-magic, to
show how easy it is to delude non-experts, just as horribilis-DR has allegedly been doing.
After all, Houdini used to expose psychic fraud by just matching the effects.
Hugh Thurston has recently presented in the History of Science Society’s Isis 93.1:5869 (2002 March) an extensive flock of DR’s superficially-convincing-but-surely-worthless
reconstructive fits. All Muffiosi were offered a chance to attack them. All passed.4
Well, if it’s just dumb magician-illusionism that DIO can again&again&again come
up with spare, simple, super-precise reconstructive fits to ancient data, then, let’s see the
institutionally-certified genii come out of hiding & simply: match the DIO matches.5
See DIO 6.1 ‡1 p.4. [For pp.32-33’s sources, see ‡4’s References.]
The non-lockstep scholars are A.Jones (not Muffia, anyway) & J.Britton, who’ve conceded p.33 #1
(now universally acknowledged anyway outside inner Muffia-JHA cliques). Those who’ve (publicly)
admitted precisely zero DR valid discoveries include: A.Aaboe, J.Evans, O.Gingerich, B.Goldstein,
N.Swerdlow, G.Toomer. Whose status are such attempted-hurts really hurting? Answer: p.33 fn 7 &
DIO 11.1 p.3 fn 2. [Chimera motivating such systematic ungenerosity: DIO 2.3 ‡6 §F4.]
3
The Muffia still in 2002 privately defends a top Muffia guru’s 1976/3/9 charge (excerpted at DIO 1.1
‡1 §C7) that Johns Hopkins physicist R.Newton’s work was “incompetent work in [our] realm”. (At
this remove, it’s hard to believe that [at his career’s start] V.Horowitz was similarly snarled-at [by his
relatively slomo pianistic competition] as a mere technician-without-subtlety.)
4
Muffies delayed reply for fear of apologia-exposure in open arena. For pure Joeying, see JHA 34:70
and Rawlins 1996C §J (2003 reprint) [& DR’s Isis 94.3:500-502 letter thereon]. (Muffiosi’ve dodged
debate with DR for decades.) But cultists nonetheless continue panic-circulating hysterically insulting
emails in reaction to every DIO proposal (that’s contra perfect Muffiathink), hoping to quarantine-cage
each new potential heretical bacillus ere it infects the larger scholarly population: DIO 4.3 ‡15 §E3.
5
This would at last vindicate O.Gingerich’s two-decades-old mantra (DIO 4.3 ‡15 §H5) that all
DR discoveries must have alternate explanations. [But it’s only fair to acknowledge here that OG
has been right once: see p.30.] Note: no scientist will score (as a valid match) the sort of classicMuffia fill found in, e.g., Goldstein 2002 (completely-arbitrary, unancient, & pure-arithmetic-fantasy
juggling) or Toomer 1984 p.672. (Both Muffiosi very creditably don’t rate their speculations as more
than such.) Let’s instead see contextually consistent alternate solutions (founded on anciently attested
methods and data [as Jones has in fact accomplished for #5-#6] or accurate empirical bases) that
produce the [remaining eight] results here, with something even approaching equal plausibility. Since
Gingerich 1980 p.264 adduces an (alleged) (verbal) Einstein remark to defend astrologer Ptolemy’s
crude cheating, I’d rather recall Einstein’s joy that a valid equation is immortal.
1
2
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[Despite attempts from various quarters, only 2 of the following 10 solutions have as yet
received convincing matches: in a wonderful example of original & unexpected discovery,
A.Jones has just shown that Almajest 9.3’s longitudinal short-period-relation data produce
the Jupiter & Mars mean motions; since DR’s solutions use nonattested numbers, Jones’
solutions are the correct ones. See ‡4 fnn 26&27.]
Ten examples of precise and [ere Jones’ finds] unmatched DIO reconstructive fits:6
1. Two famous Greek solstices solve ACT 210’s “Babylonian” year. (DIO 1.1 ‡6 eq.6;
British Museum [Room 52]; Thurston 2002 p.62.) Fit: 1 part in ordmag 1 billion.
2. Atmospheric-refraction common-explanation for both canonical ancient Earthsizes.
(AmerJPhys 47:126 [1979]; Halliday, Resnick & Walker Fundamentals of Physics 5th ed.
Chap.1; DIO 6.1 ‡1 fn 47. [Barbara Rawlins co-discoverer.]) Fits: 1 part in ordmag 100.
3. Almajest 4.11 Hipparchan lunar distance #1. (DIO 1.3 eq.23 & §P2 table; Thurston
2002 [Isis 93:58] p.60.) Fit: 1 part in ordmag 10000.
4. Almajest 4.11 Hipparchan lunar distance #2. (DIO 1.3 eq.24, & §P2 table; Thurston
2002 p.60.) Fit: 1 part in ∞.
5. Almajest 9.3 Mars mean motion. (Within: eq.37.) Fit: 1 part in ordmag 100 billion.
[Bettered & definitively displaced by A.Jones. See ‡4 eq.31.]
6. Almajest 9.3 Jupiter mean motion. (DIO 2.1 ‡3 §C3.) Fit: 1 part in ordmag 1 billion.
[Enormously bettered & definitively displaced by A.Jones. See ‡4 eq.45.]
7. A.Diller-DR 12-of-13 fit to the Strabo 2.5 Hipparchan klimata. (DIO 4.2 p.56
Table 1 & Thurston 2002 n.18, vs Neugebauer HAMA p.734 n.14 or JHA 33:15 [2002]
p.19, vs DIO 11.1 p.26 fn 1.) Fit: 10 times (rms) better than the theory of Neugebauer
HAMA p.305 (fitting only a minority of data: 6-of-13).
8. The 781y eclipse-cycle solution to Ptolemy’s final lunisolar equation. (DIO 6.1 ‡1
eq.31.) Fit: 1 part in ordmag 10 million before roundings, 1 part in 10 billion or ∞ after.
9. Almajest 4.11 Hipparchan lunar e&r. (DIO 1.3 eqs.19&20.) Fits: 1 part in ordmag
10000 & 1 part in ordmag 100000, respectively.
10. Great-Yr. solution to Aristarchos’ trop.yr. (Rawlins 2002A eqs.12&13; AlterOrient
& Alt.Test. 2003.) Fit: 1 part in ordmag 10 million before rounding, 1 part in ∞ after.
All but #5-#7 are Joey’d (fn 4) by most Muffiosi. (Fits? What fits? [See Rawlins 1996C
§J5 bracket!] Muffiosi ignore competing theories ’til denigration is ready-for-launch, even
if years pass waiting.) But, savour the apotheotic vistas opened by our tray of grails: think
what elevation Muffia matchers (of just a few) would earn. Grants, AAS-HAD officerdum,
JHA-Boredship, a MacArthur or two (& maybe even, down the road, a Nobel, from the
Sultan of Sweden): the allures hang high, awaiting The-Expected-One who godwilling
comes-hosannahed-forth to lance the heresy-spewing DIO dragon.7
6
Except #2, “fit” means reproduction of every displayed digit, to the ancient texts’ full precision,
including each of the 12 fits in #7. One-part-in-∞ means: all integers satisfied on-the-nose.
7
Lovable JHA squandered over 100 pages on three Pb papers (Evans 1987 & Schaefer 2001: see
DIO 12 on these) attacking DR’s lesser work, & OG spent profitless at-computer months slashing at the
present paper (‡4); so there’s no doubting JHA willingness (& see DIO 2.3 ‡8 fn 61) to go to any trouble
to bury DR. But except for nonMuffioso Jones’ recent magnificent successes in matching (nay, utterly
displacing) #5-#6, we’ve seen nothing but years of total failure & total silence. Nonetheless, dry-hole
Muffiosi almost uniformly continue as ever (DIO 1.2 §H2) to adopt the inadvertently self-revealing
posture (continuing that cited in fn 3) that not one of DR’s eight still-unmatched reconstructions has
merit. Well-intended advice to a waning cult: it’s long past time for it to either put up (superior solutions
for most of those eight) or shut down (its superiority-pose of contempt, which is now ever-more-widely
seen as just contemptible). [Was OG rejection of ‡4 eq.37 (false Mars-fit) from luck (odds: fn 21),
wisdom (“idiosyncratic”: DIO 1.2 §H3), power-operation (DIO 2.3 ‡6 §F4), and-or to hide OG&co’s
non-fit solutions of same Mars motion (DIO 2.1 ‡3 §C8&C14)? As for peace-hopes (p.30 item [d]):
craven JHA libel-fantasy (p.30 fn 3) is official S&T history (& the prime libeller is now HAD-honored).
Next S&T fable: US war-starting ‘abusive’ Pearl Harbor kills of 29 innocent Japanese-tourist aircraft?]
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Almajest Planet Mean Motions All Based on Period-Relations
by Dionysios1

A Almajest Planet-Tables’ False & True Mathematical Bases
A1
For each of the five planets, Ptolemy provides mean motion tables (Almajest 9.4),
based upon the daily mean tropical motion provided in the tables’ preface (Almajest 9.3),
which in each case is given to six sexagesimal places: about 1/50 billionth of a degree/day
(note fn 10). For each planet, he claims2 that the mean motion was determined by dividing
a centuries-long time interval t into the long angular arc a of the planet’s motion during
that interval. Cliquish O.Neugebauer-Muffiosi were lockstep in credulously accepting this.
(Neugebauer himself even falsely3 claimed to have mathematically checked it.) They did
so unanimously right up until their communal hate-object R.Newton actually performed the
five a/t divisions and found that Ptolemy was lying in all five cases. (The Muffia-R.Newton
contrast here needs to be kept in mind because those who were completely wrong continue
to promote the deliciously ironic delusion that the they are the ultimate experts on Ptolemy,
while Newton&co are just incompetent cranks.)4
A2
Inspired by this finding, DR ran continued-fraction analyses upon all the planets’
tabular motions and was amazed to find that for Mercury, Venus, & Saturn the solutions
perfectly matched (not Ptolemy’s centuries-long a/t ratios [fn 2], but) decades-long periodrelations given (Almajest 9.3) for those same planets, right in the tables’ preface!

B Almajest Planet-Tables’ False & True Empirical Bases
B1
But the contentions of this paper will be that:
[a] Each of Almajest 9.3’s medium-length (decades or less in length) tropical period-relations
(e.g., the three cited above at §A2), upon which the Almajest 9.4 tables were founded (as
shown below), is in truth a centuries-long period-relation — made artificially much shorter
through mere (pure math) division by an integer. (To a scientific readership, this realization
should come as no surprise. Indeed, the elementary point that long temporal baselines
ensure higher accuracy than short-period data has always been obvious to all astronomers
& investigators [except a few present-day cultists: see, e.g., Rawlins 2002A p.26 fn 2] —
consistently including Ptolemy himself, all eight of whose Almajest celestial mean motions
were defended [§J1] by resort to centuries-long comparisons of alleged observations [see
general point at ‡2 §H], and whose final work [PlanHyp] displays exactly the type [eq.1]5
of centuries-long integral sidereal period-relation proposed below [§B2] as the basis of all
the Almajest 9.4 planet mean motion tables. Indeed, the PlanHyp Saturn period-relation
[fn 38] is identical to our eq.48, below.)
1
Dionysios is Greek for Dennis (a circumstance which might be related to the name of this journal).
It was van der Waerden’s nickname for Dennis Rawlins, DIO’s publisher.
2
Almajest 9.10 (Mercury), 10.4 (Venus), 10.9 (Mars), 11.3 (Jupiter), 11.7 (Saturn).
3
See DIO 7.1 ‡5 fn 12. (Also DIO 1.3 ‡10 fn 10.)
4
See, e.g., DIO 1.1 ‡1 §C7 & DIO 4.3 ‡15 §G9. (Our contrasting attitude: DIO 1.3 ‡10 3rd-last
paragr.) Such opinions are still the norm in Muffia circles — though they are no longer unanimous,
I am glad to report.
5
The specific sidereal equations producing the Almajest planet mean motions are found below; we
list the equations here (with Neugebauer 1975 page [citing ancient attestation] given in parentheses):
eq.9 (p.466), eq.17 (605 n.11), eq.25 (no attestation, but see §F1), eq.40 (pp.390&605), & eq.48
(pp.390&906).
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[b] And each of said long tropical relations is a slightly adjusted version of a nearby purely
integral long-period sidereal relation based (in quite elementary fashion: fn 6) upon secular
observations of planet stationary points (of which many were available to astronomers of
Ptolemy’s era, as he reports at Almajest 9.2). [Note p.33 #8: an independent case of a
sidereal foundation to a Ptolemy tropical equation.]
B2
Integral periodic returns have the advantage (Rawlins 2002B §A3) that they automatically and directly produce the most accurate possible values for mean motion based
on naked eye data. The approach that produces such relations in practice is well explained
by Neugebauer (see fn 6). To put the method into concrete (and historically most-likelyversion) terms: if a stationary point occurs near any star, and if that same type of stationary
point repeats Y sidereal years (Earth’s sidereal revolutions) later (at the same star) after G
retrograde loops (synodic revolutions), then we know that the planet has travelled F sidereal
heliocentric revolutions, where:
G = |F − Y |
(1)
More specifically: for inferior planets eq.1 is F = Y + G; for superior planets, it’s
F = Y − G. (Again, keep in mind that F , G, & Y are all integers. Note also that sidereal
variables are in italics — and that G, being differential, is neither tropical nor sidereal, and
is thus invariant under transformation between these frames.)
B3
Ironically, Ptolemy himself (Almajest 9.2) claimed he’d had nothing at all to do with
such methods (calling them “fraught with uncertainty”). This misreport evidences several
spectacular innocences on the part of Neugebauer-Gingerich’s “Greatest Astronomer of
Antiquity” (Rawlins 2002V fnn 10&55):
[a] As we are about to learn below (§J5), Ptolemy’s own planet mean motions unquestionably
were based upon the very period-return approach he damned!
[b] Ptolemy didn’t have enough outdoor experience (likewise regarding the Moon: DIO 6.1
‡1 fn 51) to know that integral periodic returns were the best not the worst way to find mean
motions in his day.
[c] His specific Almajest 9.2 concern about stationary-point data (namely, that station-times
are uncertain) is worse than a gaffe; it’s an astounding inversion. For, it is this method’s
wonderful insensitivity to such exact-time difficulties that is precisely its strength,6 not its
weakness. To exploit the method, all one needs to know is: [i] what is the year (not day) of
each stationary point (the difference in years becomes Y in eq.1); [ii] which star the turning
point is at (so that a replica-station there [Y years later] can be looked for); [iii] how many
retrograde loops (integer G in eq.1) occurred in-between.
B4
A point in passing: superficially, it seems incredible that empirically-determined
ratios of mere 3-digit integers could approximate real mean motions to 1 part in ordmag a
million. Yet this is not only mathematically possible (see Rawlins 1984A n.27), but was
unquestionably accomplished in antiquity for Mars and probably (Rawlins 2002V §C3) for
Venus as well.

C Finding the Ancestor Period-Relations
C1
In the Almajest 9.3 preface to his mean motion tables, Ptolemy provides for each
planet several tropical relations that are nearly equivalent. In this paper, we will analyse
& develop primarily the versions which are effectively of the following form (applicable
to either geocentric or heliocentric viewpoint), using subscript J to denote Almajest, and
6
Neugebauer 1975 p.390: the method works “without the use of any instruments and without
needing to determine accurately the moment when the planet is stationary since . . . the number of
elapsed years must be an integer.” It is good to see that Neugebauer understood this key point — and
was perhaps the 1st to bring it to a wide modern audience.

36
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finding the time-interval d via the Almajest 3.1-2 yearlength (eq.4, below):
FJ + r J = G J = Y J + r J = d J

(2)

where F = tropical helioc revs, G = synodic revs, r = a remainder expressed in degrees,
and Y = tropical7 years. (Henceforth, below, we will use corresponding lower-case
superscripts in an obvious fashion, to signify revolutions [and still using italics to denote
sidereal periodicity], e.g., superscript f = sidereal heliocentric revs, y = sidereal yrs; also
f = tropical heliocentric revs, y = tropical yrs, and g = synodic revs.) For Ptolemy, tropical
years Y are related to sidereal years Y by a well-known standard ancient unit-ratio8 which
we just call H, a ratio which implies the standard ancient 1◦ /century precession rate:
y

y

(3)

H = 36000 /35999 = 1
We will also need the (very inaccurate) Hipparchos-Ptolemy tropical year-length:
1y = 365d 1/4 − 1/300 = 365d ; 15, 48 = 54787d /150 = 365d .246666. . .

(4)

Multiplying eqs.3&4 yields the (very accurate) H-P sidereal year (DIO 2.1 ‡3 fn 18):
d

y

d

d

1 = 13148880 /35999 = 365 ; 15, 24, 31, 32, 27, 9 = 365 .25681268924

(5)

D Mercury
For Mercury, the Almajest 9.3 prefatory period-relation (in the format of eq.2) is:
145g = 46y + 1◦ = 46y + 1d 1/30 = 16802d 240 = 16802d 2/5

g

901 = 684 = 217

y

(9)

— an anciently-attested (fn 5) sidereal Mercury period-relation.
D2
Now we reconstruct (see constraints: §J4) the probable history of how tropical eq.7
evolved from sidereal eq.9. First, we must convert eq.9 from the sidereal to the tropical
frame of reference by multiplying its 217y times eq.3, yielding the tropical equation:
684g ≈ 217y + 2◦ 1/6

(10)

(We have omitted the F [leftmost] term of eq.10 — since eq.1 renders it superfluous.)
[Note added 2004. General ignoring of F turned out to be quite unwise: see §§F2&H3.]
We now adjust eq.10 slightly by adding a small equation, whose integral G is found9
See Rawlins 2002A fn 12.
8
Sources (and several associated ancient developments) at DIO 6.1 ‡1 eq.26.
9
By truncating eq.8 at the 2nd fractional term.
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through continued-fraction analysis to ensure near-integrality for Y in this adjustment
equation (eq.11), which is arranged to be almost exactly proportional to eq.10 — and so
chosen that adding it to eq.10 will ensure that, in the ensuing equation (eq.12), G and the
integral part of Y will be simple multiples of the corresponding variables in eq.7. The
smallest equation satisfying these desiderata is:
41g ≈ 13y + 2◦ 3/4 ≈ 13y + 3d

(11)

Summing eqs.10&11 (and using eq.4 to compute the number of days d in the interval):
725g ≈ 230y + 5◦ = 230y + 1/72 ≈ 84012d ≈ 230y + 5d 1/6

(12)

whose integral components are obviously quintuple those of eq.7, where we are reflecting
ancients’ penchant for unit fractions (§E2). (The rightmost term in eq.12 comes from above
[sum of parallel terms in eqs.10&11], not from the left. Similar descent at extreme right
will recur here&there throughout this analysis, e.g., eq.28→eq.29.) Dividing by 5, we find:
(13)

(The 3rd & 4th entries in eq.13 come from above [eq.12], not from the left.)
The mean daily synodic motion m was then found from eq.13 (though it could have come
straight from long-period eq.12, just by dividing 725g by d = 84012d ; see §J1):
m = 145g /16802d 240 = 21750◦ /7001d = 3◦ ; 06, 24, 06, 59, 35, 50/d

(14)

which is precisely the Almajest 9.3-4 value for Mercury’s mean motion, i.e., an agreement
to the precision Ptolemy gives (§A1), which is (fortunately10 way overdone); the match is
to 1 part in ordmag a trillion. Eqs.13&14 account for all the Almajest 9.3 Mercury data
(e.g., eq.7).

(7)

We next apply eq.6 (& eq.3), according to the procedure of §C2, using the data of eq.7:
g
1
G/Y = H · 145g /(46y + 1◦ ) ≈ 3 /y +
(8)
= 684g /217y
1
7−
1
2+
1
3−
5
Which recovers Mercury’s integral ancestor:
f

2003 Oct

145g ≈ 46y + 1◦ ≈ 16802d 240 ≈ 46y + 1d 020 = 46y + 1d 1/30

C2
To extract each planet’s ancestor period-relation, we will simply apply continuedfraction analysis (truncating before Y exceeds 1000y ) to find the best integer-ratio G/Y
that satisfies eq.2:
(6)
G/Y ≈ H · GJ /(YJ + rJ )

D1
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E Venus
E1
Next, we analyse Venus, again starting (as for Mercury at §D1) with the appropriate
Almajest 9.3 relation (i.e., the Venus version of eq.2):
5g = 8y − 2◦ 1/4 = 8y − 2d 180 = 2919d 400

(15)

and then applying eqs.6&3 to it, thereby attaining:
G/Y = H · 5g /(8y − 2◦ 1/4) ≈ 0

g /y

1

+

= 309g /494y

1

2−

(16)

1

2+
2+

1

1
2
(I thank D.Duke & H.Thurston for catching horrendous typos here [& there].)
Thus, the ancestor equation, underlying the Almajest 9.3 Venus mean motion (eq.15) was:
31 −

803f = 309g = 494y

(17)

— a fragment of which is anciently attested (fn 5).

7

10
Without the Almajest 9.4 planet mean motion tables’ enormous overprecision, we couldn’t be
absolutely certain of finding the prime factors, etc, underlying the planet tabular mean motions.
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E2
To reconstruct the historical path from eq.17 to eq.15, we start by converting the
former via eq.3 to:
(18)
309g = 494y + 5◦ −
Proportionally:
(19)
1g = 2y − (144◦ +)
Adding eqs.18&19 and applying eq.4 (& using ancient unit-fraction expression for 140◦ ):
310g ≈ 496y − [1/3 + 1/18] ≈ (3260922d − [2191d + 365d ])/18 = 543061d /3 (20)
Dividing eq.20 by 62 and using eq.4:
(21)
5g ≈ 8y − 2◦ 1/4 ≈ (543061d /62)/3 ≈ 8759d /3 = 2919d 400 ≈ 8y − 2d 180
Dividing eq.21’s degrees by its days finds the synodic mean motion:
(22)
m = 5g /2919d 400 = 5400◦ /8759d = 0◦ ; 36, 59, 25, 53, 11, 28/d
Comparison of eqs.21&22, with the Venus numbers of Ptolemy’s tabular preface (Almajest 9.3), shows that we have recovered every digit.11
E3
Venus’ long-period-relation (eq.20) cannot directly produce the corresponding Almajest 9.3 tabular mean motion (eq.22). (This disjunct is more flagrant than for any other
planet.) Two important and related12 oddities: [a] The Venus Y is an ordmag less than that
for any of the other four planets. [Note added 2003. Venus’ Y is so small that not even
a Muffioso will claim that it could serve as empirical foundation for tables which ancients
could’ve thought reliable. If in extenuation it is proposed that the 8y period-relation is
obviously a larger relation divided by an integer — well, thanks: that’s exactly the central
contention of this paper. (See front cover & §B1.) Further (crucially): any integer less
than about 30 — corresponding to a period of nearly 2 1/2 centuries (far larger than any
of the Y listed by Ptolemy at Almajest 9.3) — is not going to permit an acceptably small
remainder r (fn 12). This consideration alone supports our contention that Ptolemy’s Y are
descended from (masked) centuries-long empirical cycles. [b] The relative size of Venus’ r
is an ordmag greater than the other planets’.] Further, presumably because Y is so small, the
rounding process in eq.21 is exceptionally untrivial13 (§J1) and contributes to the curious
poorness of m — for a planet which should have had (and perhaps did: Rawlins 2002V ‡6
§C3) one of the best values for m (because of the bright & sharp observability of Venus
stations, as well as absence of the large secular inequalities that affect Jupiter & Saturn).
But note the key original discovery (regarding Venus) by Toomer 1984 p.425 n.29 (see Rawlins
2002V §C4).
12
Relatively, Venus has the biggest r of the Almajest 9.3 five — an ordmag bigger. But Venus is not
a case where Ptolemy (or source) had any wiggle-room: a period-relation of less than 100 y (evident
upper-limit for the five Almajest 9.3 period-relations) is mathematically barred, in the resonanceconstrained case of Venus, from having a small relative r. (Note the causative factor here: the only
continued-fraction expression [of those we generated for the five planets] which early-on suddenly hits
a big number is Venus: the 31 in eq.16, an integer which postpones [fn 40] any small-r Venus return
for over 2 centuries.) That is probably why Almajest 9.3’s Venusian Y seems peculiarly small [merely
8y ]: if Venus’ Y were anything like the size of the other four planets’ Almajest 9.3-attested Y, it would
display an embarrassingly large r, which would then raise a troublesome question: why even bother to
provide (at Almajest 9.3) a short period-relation for a planet where only a centuries-long one can have
an r small enough to come anywhere near competing with those of the other four planets — a question
which might suggest the true huge dimensions of the cycles that were actually behind the Almajest 9.3
mean motions. See §J1.
13
This evaluation assumes that the eq.16 approach is correct for Venus. By contrast, another
interpretation might assume that the denominator there should be 8 y − 2◦ 180 , which would (by
analysis similar to eq.16) lead to sidereal cycle 613g = 980y , very near that of PlanHyp (fn 38) —
though not consistent with it. I doubt that this is significant. (If such a long cycle were the ancestor
of eq.22, our proposal at §L4 could not be valid.) But the discrepancy is presented here anyway
(emulating Toomer’s helpfulness: fn 16) so that others may pursue alternate theories if so inclined.
Note: even though Almajest 9.3 consistently mentions day-remainders first, we have here throughout
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F Mars
F1

Ptolemy’s Almajest 9.3 period-relation for Mars is (note fn 16):
42f + 3◦ 1/6 = 37g = 79y + 3◦ 1/6 = 79y + 3d 130 = 28857d 430

(23)

Applying eqs.6&3 to eq.23, we have:
G/Y = H ·37g /(79y +3◦ 1/6) ≈ 0

g /y

1

+

= 303g /647y (24)

1

2+

1

7+

1

3−
2+

1

1
2
So the integral sidereal ancestor of the Almajest Mars mean motion tables was:
3+

344f = 303g = 647y

(25)

This is the only one of this paper’s five deduced ancestor relations which is not attested in
extant ancient materials. However:
[a] Eq.25 is the most accurate (§G4) integral sub-1000y sidereal Mars period-relation.
[b] The continued-fraction development for Mars (eq.24) produced the most precise hit (of
the five planets) upon such an ancestor relation. (I.e., the final digit [the 2] in eq.24 is exact
to ordmag a percent.)14 So we may take ancient use of eq.25 as highly probable, based
upon Ptolemy’s own numbers: putting eq.23’s Almajest 9.3-4 Mars synodic motion into
eq.6 (& his eq.3) yields eq.25. [A parallel eqs.6&3 approach via eq.31’s Almajest 9.3-4
Mars longitudinal motion: truncating the cont’d-frac development H·(42f + 3◦ 1/6)/(79y +
3◦ 1/6) or (42f + 3◦ 1/6 − 0◦ .79)/(79y + 3◦ 1/6 − 0◦ .79) will produce 344f = 647y (eq.25)
to extremely high precision.]
F2
Now we look into how Ptolemy or a source could have gotten eq.23 from eq.25.
First, applying precession (eq.3) to eq.25 produces:
344f + 6◦ 280 = 303g ≈ 647y + 6◦ 280 ≈ 236321d 1/6

11

(26)

15

Then one can find an almost exactly proportional version of the shortest near-return
relation (the well known 15y Mars cycle):
8f − 1/19 ≈ 7g ≈ 15y − 1/19 ≈ 5459d 1/2

(27)

Subtracting eq.27 from eq.26:
336f + 25◦ 2/5 ≈ 296g ≈ 632y + 25◦ 2/5 ≈ 230861d 2/3

(28)

used (as primary) the Almajest 9.3 degree-remainders (since most of them [Saturn being the (perhaps
slight: §J3) exception] are significantly rounder; in any case, using day-remainders instead would
produce a different sidereal relation only for Venus, where rounding and Y’s smallness combine to
create uncertainty as to whether eq.18 is precisely that planet-motion’s ancestor-relation. (The true
Venus ancestor-relation might easily be 8y either side of eq.18, an uncertainty corresponding to one’s
realization that the bottom part of eq.16 might be 30 or 31 instead of 30 1/2.)
14
Actually 1/10 of a percent, but such extreme closeness is largely an accident of rounding.
15
Regarding what is done to 19◦ in eq.27 (eq.52): we have earlier (e.g., DIO 4.1 ‡3 §F3) exploited
our induction that ancients habitually took advantage of the fact that 8 0 is close to 1/8 of a degree
(because 8 ≈ 600.5 ) to substitute 1◦ /8 for 80 (or 70 : eq.29 here & DIO 1.3 §M10, fn 251). But 19◦ is
relatively an ordmag closer than this, to 1/19 of 360◦ . Since 3600.5 is within 1 part in ordmag 1000 of
exactly 19, we are here assuming (see also eq.52) that ancient mathematicians, traditionally attached
to unit fractions (see §E2), routinely used 1/19 of a circle interchangably with 19 ◦ .
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Dividing by 8, one obtains exactly the Almajest 9.3 Mars digits16 the synodic components
of which are falsely claimed to be consistent with the Almajest tables.
42f + 3◦ 1/6 ≈ 37g ≈ 79y + 3◦ 1/6 ≈ 79y + 3d 130 ≈ 28857d 430

(29)

Eq.29 (which, we note, can be gotten directly from eq.26 by proportions) yields mean daily
synodic motion:
m = 37g /28857d 430 = 799200◦ /1731463d = 0◦ ; 27, 41, 40, 11, 44, 38/d.

(30)

which comes nowhere near to matching the actual Almajest 9.3-4 tabular Mars mean motion
(eq.37). But, in a recent daring and brilliant hit-success, Alex Jones has (by defying the
false perceptions of both Ptolemy [§F3] and DR [§G]) shown that using the longitudinal
(leftmost) component of eq.29 (instead of the synodic part) produces:
m = (42f + 3◦ 1/6)/(28857d 430 ) = 907390◦ /1731463d = 0◦ ; 31, 26, 36, 53, 51, 33/d
(31)
which matches the Almajest 9.3-4 Mars-longitude tabular motion, digit-for-digit.
F3
Thus, Ptolemy did not know the calculational basis of “his” Almajest 9.4 Mars tables,
which he published without any credit at all to the actual skilled scientist who genuinely
did the reasoning that produced them.
[Note added 2003. To be quite clear about the current culminating state of the Ptolemy
Controversy: Ptolemy committed three deceptions each for Mars & Jupiter:
[1] Ptolemy claims (fn 2) to have based the tabular mean motion of all planets (including
Mars & Jupiter) upon not only observational data (centuries-long-arc-divided-by-time) but
[2] specifically upon the synodic arc of motion: Mars Almajest 10.9, Jupiter Almajest 11.3.
(Yet Jones found [eqs.31&45] that the Mars & Jupiter tables are strictly based upon longitudinal data — and that’s period-relation data [not Ptolemy’s claimed arc/time].)
[3] See also the clear Almajest 9.3 statement (Toomer 1984 p.425 final sentence) that all the
outer-planet longitudinal-motion tables came from subtracting the synodic motion from the
solar motion.
So it is now realized on both sides of the Ptolemy Controversy that all three statements
([1]-[3]) are false. Thus, Jones’ exploratory verve has firmly established one of the most
devastating series of proofs ever produced against Ptolemy’s pretensions. These reversals
sink for good any hope of ever restoring the formerly-orthodox belief that the Almajest
planet mean motion tables were Ptolemy’s own or that they were computationally based
upon (whoever’s) “observations” reported by him (fn 2) as their basis. (Independent proof
of same point for Mercury [and now Saturn]: fn 34.)]
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G DR’s Neat, High-Odds, Lovely, & Utterly Unhistorical Mars Fit
G1
An astonishingly integral and perfectly-fitting DR speculation follows.
[It is now absolutely eliminated by A.Jones’ wonderful recent discovery: eq.31. Jones’ solution is based upon virtually fully-attested data (while DR’s is not), additionally paralleling
(fn 21) Jones’ successful Jupiter solution — i.e., it exhibits fruitfulness. (Note delicious
irony in the inversion here of an earlier DR-vs-Jones situation: noted at Rawlins 1991W
fn 85.) DR’s Mars solution (eq.37) found an integral-longitudinal source perfectly producing the Almajest 9.3-4 motion which (unlike DR’s Jupiter solution: fn 26) hit the mark at
seductively above-chance odds. [Evidently thousands-to-1 for Mars: fn 21.] Jones’ Mars
solution unquestionably must take precedence over DR’s, as DR owned by fax to Jones
2003/9/17, an hour after learning of the solution via D.Duke. We retain the prior (false)
DR solution here as a curiosity which may be instructive to future scholars in several ways,
e.g., regarding complex-speculation-overextension vs caution & humility. See DIO 2.1 ‡3
fn 26.]
G2
Our reconstruction here is mathematically equivalent to that of Rawlins 1987 p.237
(but eliminating the overapparent circularity noted by Thurston 2002 p.62). First, round17
eq.26’s d to the nearest day:
344f + 6◦ 280 = 303g = 647y + 6◦ 280 ≈ 236321d

(32)

18

Next, eq.32 is adjusted by a different proportional relation:
17f + 6◦ 280 ≈ 15g − 4◦ 000 ≈ (15 − 1/90) · (236321d /303) ≈ 32y + 2◦ 280

(33)

The computation of eq.33’s time-interval in days (next-rightmost term) is then performed by
a clever ancient-style means (extracting & holding sexagesimal factors until final division:
Rawlins 2002A §A8), to ensure a round, non-infinite-sexagesimal result:
(15 − 1/90) · (236321d /303) = (318797029d /101)/270 ≈ 11690d 53/135

(34)

After subtracting eqs.33-34 from eq.32, we possess two numbers whose ratio will yield
exactly the Almajest Mars tables’ mean motion.
327f = 288g + 1/90 = 615y + 1/90 ≈ 224630d 82/135

(35)

One could divide by 3 and have instead:
109f = 96g + 1/270 = 205y + 1/270 ≈ 74876d 352/405

(36)

Simple division from the numbers in either eq.35 or eq.36 produces the same mean motion.
Choosing eq.35, we find:
m = (288g + 4◦ )/(224630d 82/135) = 152145◦ /329621d = 0◦ ; 27, 41, 40, 19, 20, 58/d
(37)
which matches perfectly (i.e., to full given precision) the Almajest 9.3&4 Mars tables.
The agreement is to 1 part in more than 100 billion.
G3
In the foregoing Mars development, the integer in eq.35 [or eq.36] is the number
of heliocentric revolutions, not the number of synodic revolutions (which is the integral
term for all the other tropical ancestors here: eqs.12, 20, 28, 43, 52). Whereas one can
(and always should)19 look for alternate theories (e.g., the remainder’s near-integrality in
Integral d is less than the precise product (of 647 and eq.5) by barely 2 parts in 3 million.
Vs. eq.27, that is. Both eq.27 and eq.33 are based on periodicities familiar to all astronomers:
Mars close approaches occur every 15y (eq.27) to 17y , so one can use either, or (in eq.33) their sum
[which is superior to either].
19
The wisdom of entertaining alternate explanations [DR surely didn’t do so enough for eq.37] isn’t
to be confused with a tactic of using such considerations to submerge unorthodoxy. [Note added 2003.
Others must judge whether Gingerich (now redeemed on eq.37) was justified in his 1983 suppression
of not just eq.37 but of the entire canvas (see, e.g., DIO 11.1 fn 1) constituting the present DIO 11.2.]
17
18

16
See Toomer 1984 p.424 n.26 for his now-solidly (eq.31) Jones-redeemed proposal that 53 0 was a
scribal error for 430 : M for N. (Toomer loc cit had fairly noted mss’ unanimity against his theory.) Odds
on an arcmin-tens-place change in d hitting by chance right on Mars’ Almajest 9.3 longitude-motion:
1/140000.
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eq.35 and-or smallness20 in eq.36), DR’s longtime interpretation21 was that the calculator
was a heliocentrist. [Note added 2003. Now that it is revealed (by Jones’ intelligence:
eqs.31&45) that the actual Mars & Jupiter tables were computed via heliocentric (longitudinal) revolutions, it might possibly be argued (§G4) that Jones’ great discovery has
doubled (from one to two) the number of Almajest 9.4 planetary motions whose hidden
basis was heliocentric. However, as DR did not discover either of these motions’ longitudinal basis (correctly anyway: fn 21), he shouldn’t intrude as arbiter — which is why
mention of heliocentrism has been eliminated from this paper’s title in the present (2003)
re-do, though we will later (§G4) remark some provocative differences (vs other planets’)
in the longitudinally-based developments of the Mars & Jupiter tabular motions.] In any
case: for an as-yet-unrefuted simple (by contrast to DR’s unhistorical Mars development:
eqs.32-37) — and double — indication of subterranean heliocentrists lurking in an ancient
geocentrist milieu, see Rawlins 1991W eqs.23&24. Evidence for ancient heliocentrism is
nicely summarized (and forcefully augmented) by Thurston 2002 pp.60&62. For an array
of further indications of ancient-heliocentrist influence, see: here at §§G4 (item [i]) & L8,
fn 22, Rawlins 1987 p.238 & nn.34-38, and Rawlins 1991W §§N4, N17, Q1, and (abovecited) eqs.23&24, fn 284, DIO 4.2 ‡9 §K13; see also Rawlins 1991P (esp. §§B-C&F) —
an article which argues that, despite the public banning of heliocentricity, all competent
ancient mathematical astronomers (at least from Aristarchos on) knew that the Earth circuited the Sun — a public-vs-private sociological schizuation which was to be repeated
later in pre-Revolution 18th-century France, since the infallible Roman Church was still
proscribing Copernican geomobility, continuing this banishment all the way up to 1835!
20
The remainder in eq.36 is much less than that in eq.29. But in §G2, using 15 g = 32y + 11◦
(instead of eq.33) would have produced a remainder in the 205 y Mars finale (analogous to eq.36) of
just −1◦ 1/2, hardly a difference (vs our eq.36’s 1◦ 1/3) worth seriously upsetting basic procedure for.
21
[Note added 2003. The fact that eq.37 is a synodic division should have pushed DR to look
more closely at the Mars situation. (As also the fact that his Mars & Jupiter solutions are disparate.
By contrast, one of the several great strengths of Jones’ eqs.31&45 is: they solve the Mars&Jupiter
mean motions the same way.) A perverse irony: DR’s false solution was a longitudinally-integral
synodic quotient, whereas Jones’ true solution was a synodically-integral longitudinal quotient.
DR longly&wrongly regarded it as a meaningful coincidence that a plain integral multiple (92) of
the only 6 digit-component ratio (152145◦ /329621d ) satisfying the Almajest 9.3 motion (eq.37), whose
numerator’s factors ensured sexagesimalesque d, had (2y before DR knew it: DIO 2.1 ‡3 fn 14) hit
within 1 part in 69 million (eqs.32-35) upon not just an integral number (327) of revs but one which
is a peculiarly Martian cycle of longitudinal (helioc) Metonic-tropical revs, namely (eq.35): 327 f per
615y + 1/90, nextdoor (§J4) to 344f = 647y , genuine ancestor (eq.24) of Almajest 9.3’s Mars m. I.e.,
dividing eq.37’s ratio by all its sexagesimal factors (product: 135) yields 1127 ◦ /(329621d /135). But
92·1127◦ = 103684◦ = 288g + 1/90, and (via eqs.3, 25, & 26) this, subtracted from 647 f H/303g
times itself, equals 327f − 00 .102. Given 216000 arcmin-tenths/circle and 2 possible integralities (longitudinal revs [unprescribed option] vs synodic revs), we can crudely estimate odds against accidentally
fitting so closely as (precision divided by choices): 327·216000/(2·92) ≈ 400,000-to-1. Regardless of
these high computed odds (somewhat ameliorable by factoring further options into the denominator),
DR’s Mars solution is not at all historically significant. (Other huge meaningless coincidences: DIO 8
‡5 §§F&G, & P.Lowell’s Pluto [Rawlins 1968].) In 2003 Sept, A.Jones (see p.30 fn 1) found what is
surely the correct Mars solution: eq.31. Happily, a few DR redemptions follow from this: [i] Despite
DR’s Gongggggggggggg on Mars&Jupiter (failing to check [all] data right in the very preface where
he’d found the other 3 solutions!), he is undisputed discoverer (p.31 fn 1) of the numbers behind
3 of the 5 planets: Mercury (a hit to within 1-part-in-a-trillion), Venus, & Saturn. [ii] DR is also
(idem) the 1980 discoverer of the hitherto universally-rejected (Rawlins 1987 n.30) general theory, now
naildown-vindicated (§J5) by Jones’ finds, that period-relations (not Ptolemy’s alleged arc/time ratios:
fn 2) were the immediate computational fathers of the Almajest 9.3&4 planet motions. [iii] All 5 of
DR’s huge integral-sidereal grandfather period-relation solutions (§C2 or DIO 2.1 ‡3 fn 17) still stand
(Saturn’s explicitly attested as Ptolemy’s: §B1), unshaken by the elsewhere-reverberating implications
of Jones’ 2003 findings, findings which also [iv] ice (§F3) the long-banished RNewton&DIO position
on Ptolemy’s truthfulness.]
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(See DIO 9.3 ‡6 fn 75; also Darwin Voyage of the Beagle 1845 Chap.3 [1832].)
G4
Note that the developments of Mars and (as we shall see in §H) Jupiter seem on
several grounds to be by a different (possibly heliocentrist) hand than most or all of the
rest: [a] The Ptolemy-attested Mars&Jupiter period-relations directly generating their mean
motion tables are the longest. [b] The precision of these 2 planets’ day-denominators d
is greater than the other developments’ (see §F1), causing greater computation-precision:
the Mars & Jupiter tables are computed from integral quotients bearing 7-digit denominators d (eqs.31&45), rather than 6-digit d (Mercury, Venus, Saturn). [Note: within the
Me-V-Sat-suggested 6-digit bound, DR was correct that eq.35 was the only reasonable
Mars solution. Happily, Jones’ mental sword cut through this Gordian constraint to find
eq.31.] The ancient computer cared to go this precise. [c] He also cared enough about
founding his Mars&Jupiter calculations on longitudinal (heliocentrist) revolutions that he
chose to handle a cumbersome numerator (similar to false eq.37; irony: fn 21). [See §G3
regarding Jones’ doubling the number of planets whose Almajest 9.3-4 mean motions are
based on longitudinal cycles. So, depending on modern interpretation, the demise of DR’s
theory either weakens or doubles the mean-motion-tables’ support for ancient heliocentrist
influence. (See perversity cited in fn 21.) Main factors weakening case for ancient heliocentrist influence [in the planet tables]: [1] DR [a top modern proponent of said influence]
carelessly misconstrued [1980-2003] the precise way in which longitudinal [heliocentric]
motion related to the Almajest 9.4 tables of Mars. [2] For outer planets, geocentrist Ptolemy
[Almajest 9.3 (Toomer 1984 p.426)] was not reluctant to provide explicit longitudinal
[heliocentric] rates of motion [though unaware of their direct calculational rôle].)]
[d] Mars’ eq.25 is (§F1) the only unattested grandfather period-relation. [e] The resulting
Mars motion is the most accurate of the five planets: so well-founded that the Almajest 9.4
Mars tables will give a mean synodic position even today that is off by only 0◦ .4, which
(as remarked with suspicion in Rawlins 1987 p.237) is better than the average accuracy
of Ptolemy’s alleged Mars observations in his own time. (“Observations” upon which he
claimed he founded the Almajest Mars orbit! I.e., standard Ptolemaic truthfulness.) Incredibly, the Almajest 9.4 Mars mean synodic motion tables’ long-term accuracy is comparable
to that of the Mars tables of the modern AmPhilSoc tables (Tuckerman 1962&64), which
were also off by ordmag 0◦ .1/millennium (Houlden & Stephenson 1986 p.ii Fig.1: Mars).
One notes (Rawlins 1991W §S1) the coincidences that:
[i] By far the most accurate of the m is (as Jones proved) based on longitudinal (heliocentric) revolutions. The only other (though see §B4: Venus) accurate22 Almajest celestial
motions are the solar (terrestrial) sidereal speed and the three lunar motions. Again there are
heliocentrist connexions: the earliest highly accurate sidereal year (Rawlins 2002A fn 14)
and monthlength (ibid eq.6 or 19/235 [ibid eq.9] times ibid eq.12) both have Aristarchan
associations; same for Hipparchos’ lunar-model dimensions (Rawlins 1991W eqs.23&24).
[ii] Antiquity’s Dr.Geocentricity (C.Ptolemy) ignorantly plagiarized all “his” m values (e.g.,
fn 34).
Lesson: whatever Muffiosi may wish to believe (in order to sanctify Dr.G), competency is
not unrelated to proper perspective on the universe.

22
For balance, we should note that Ptolemy’s false precession (based upon the Metonic equation that
235 months equals 19 years) came to him via heliocentrists (Rawlins 1999). However, we do not know
whether Aristarchos really believed that 235/19 months was a true tropical year — or whether he was
aware that this was just a calendaric convenience (still surviving today, in the formula for determining
Easter).
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H Jupiter

as recently revealed by A.Jones’ investigative intelligence:27

H1
To find the Almajest 9.3 Jupiter tabular mean synodic motion’s ancestor, we start
with the planet’s Almajest 9.3 short period-relation:

m = (6f − 4◦ 5/6)/25927d 370 = 129310◦ /1555657d = 0◦ ; 04, 59, 14, 26, 46, 31/d
(45)
H4
The Jupiter short tropical period-relation (eq.38) is the Almajest 9.3 case which is
most-obviously derived from a long-period ancestor (eq.40), as we will here show. It’s
already been noted (§H2) that the degree-fraction (5/6) in the r of eq.38 hints at division by
the integer 6. But a whole lot stronger than a hint is the glaring fact that a 71y cycle is such
a dreadfully poor short-tropical period-relation choice that it’s nearly impossible to explain
— other than by the process laid out in §H2. Neugebauer 1975 p.605 attempts to connect
to Babylonian Goal-year-texts the Almajest 9.3 choices of short period-relation durations:
Mercury 46y (eq.7), Venus 8y (eq.15), Mars 79y (eq.23), Jupiter 71y (eq.38), Saturn 59y
(eq.46). But Neugebauer 1975 p.605 n.6 admits that these texts also cited the Jupiter 83y
period-relation. So, why didn’t Ptolemy choose that excellent period? He was supposedly
looking for near-perfect returns, but the Jupiter 71y remainder r = −4◦ 5/6 is the worst
in absolute terms (though see fn 12) — needlessly, since adopting the 83y Jupiter periodrelation (instead of the 71y one) would ensure a remainder r more than fifty times smaller:
76g = 83y − 0d 050 . Conversely, what was the attraction of the 71y cycle for the ancient
constructor of the Jupiter numbers of Almajest 9.3? Simple: to draw the 83y cycle from
the 427y ancestor cycle which we found (eq.39) had bred the Almajest 9.3-4 Jupiter tabular
motion, one would require subtraction of a 12y adjustment equation (11g ≈ 12y + 4◦ 430 )
— an adjustment more than ten times larger than the 1y one (eq.42) which we watched
(eq.40→eq.44) elicit the Almajest 9.3 Jupiter 71y period-relation. This contrast supports
the theory (§J4) used throughout this paper’s reconstructions of the Almajest 9.3 computer’s
developments of short cycles from long ones: he preferred a small adjustment-equation.

6f − 4◦ 5/6 = 65g = 71y − 4◦ 5/6 = 71y − 4d 9/10 = 25927d 370
and, just as we have throughout, apply §C’s method: using eqs.6&3, we have:
g
1
= 391g /427y
G/Y = H · 65g /(71y − 4◦ 5/6) ≈ 0 /y +
1
1+
1
11 −
1
7+
5
thus revealing the well-known (fn 5) Jupiter centuries-long sidereal period-relation
36f = 391g = 427y

(38)
(39)

(40)

to have been eq.38’s ancestor. [Parallel, via eq.45’s Almajest 9.3-4 Jupiter longitudinal
motion: truncating the cont’d-frac development H·(6f − 4◦ 5/6)/(71y − 4◦ 5/6) or (6f −
4◦ 5/6 − 0◦ .71)/(71y − 4◦ 5/6 − 0◦ .71) will produce 36f = 427y (eq.40) to extremely high
precision.]
H2
The descent from eq.40 starts with conversion to tropical frame by eq.3:
391g ≈ 427y + 4◦

(41)

and the development from this point (summarized at Rawlins 1987 n.27) is suggested by
the denominator of eq.38’s degree-based r, namely 6. (Similarly, d’s fractional ending in
eq.7 denominators [2/5 for Mercury]23 suggest the integers divided into the long tropical
ancestor in those cases.) Presuming the ancient computer looked for a relation near eq.40
& divisible by an integer, he would find that a tiny proportional adjustment
g

y

1 ≈ 1 + 33

(42)

◦

would shift all integral terms in eq.41 into multiples of 6. Subtracting eq.42 from eq.41
yields, using eq.4:
36f − 29◦ ≈ 390g ≈ 426y − 29◦ ≈ 155565d 2/3.

(43)

Dividing by 6, we soon come into possession (eq.44) of all the Jupiter digits of Almajest 9.3:
f

◦

g

y

◦

y

d

d

6 − 4 5/6 = 65 ≈ 71 − 4 5/6 ≈ 71 − 4 9/10 ≈ 25927 37

0

(44)

H3
But the synodic data do not produce the Almajest 9.4 Jupiter tables. So this gets
Ptolemy into unambiguous authorship problems yet again. We know to a certainty that he
plagiarized the Jupiter tables because the equation24 he specifies in Almajest 9.3 does not25
give his tabular motion,26 while the longitudinal equation (eq.44’s data) does so precisely,
See also r fractional ending at §J3: 5/7 [alternate Saturn evolution]. (If the Mars d’s ending is a
remnant of discarded earlier work, not a scribal-error [fn 16], we note 53 0 ≈ 7/8.)
24
As also with Mars. [See §F3 bracket.]
25
If we perform the synodic division from Ptolemy’s explicit Almajest 9.3 equation, we get m =
1404000◦ /1555657d = 0◦ ;54,09,02,42,55,53/d — disagreeing with the Almajest 9.3-4 Jupiter mean
motion already by the 4th place.
26
In his first astronomical work, CanInscr, Ptolemy merely expresses Jupiter’s m to 5 places, which
misled DR (who should have considered that the chances of one of five planets’ motions ending in a zero
was 1/12, hardly significant): DIO 2.1 ‡3 fn 23. Though DR’s Mars solution was remarkable (§G1), his
carelessly-conceived Jupiter solution (DIO 2.1 ‡3 §C3) has been found (upon DR’s own [disgracefully
belated] investigation) to have chance unlikelihood of merely c.10%, statistically insignificant. (But
both Jones solutions’ chance-odds are [even without attestion] ordmag 1/10000. See fn 16.)
23

I Saturn
I1

We begin with the Almajest 9.3 Saturn tropical data:
2f + 1◦ 430 = 57g = 59y + 1◦ 430 = 59y + 1d 3/4 = 21551d 180

(46)

As previously for the other planets, we apply to this equation the method of §C:
G/Y = H · 57g /(59y + 1◦ 430 ) ≈ 0

g /y

1

+

= 313g /324y

1

1+
28 +

(47)

1

1
5
Which gives us (Ptolemy’s [fn 38]) Saturn ancestor sidereal long period-relation:
2+

11f = 313g = 324y

(48)

27
All scientific historians should be grateful that Jones fortunately ignored DR’s overconfident and
(fn 26) quite unfounded surety that his own Jupiter solution was valid. Jones’ fit is perfect to all
6 places, as comparison of eq.45 to the longitudinal motion at Almajest 9.3&4 shows. (DR’s solution
was good only to 5 places.) While DR’s check on his Jupiter solution was inexcusably sloppy, his
Mars solution was perfectly fitting, and (§G1) at formal odds of thousands-to-1. (Is the reason no one
[during two decades!] tried Jones’ elementary solution-approach simply: Muffiosi — most-motivated
to [a] boost Ptolemy & [b] denigrate DR’s work — was [a] still hoping Mars&Jup solutions were via
arc/time, and-or [b] actually believed all along that DR was right?) In any case, this situation has
happily resulted in the truth behind the Almajest 9.4 Mars & Jupiter tables being discovered by an
ever-adventurous scholar whose work is so frequently original & central.
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I2
We will later (§L) hypothesize that this was based on a time-span of 6 1/2 centuries
(like Mars [eq.25] & maybe Mercury), so we’ll start our reconstruction by using double
eq.48:
(49)
22f = 626g = 648y
Transforming to the tropical frame:
626g = 648y + 6◦ +

(50)

1g = 1y + 13◦ −

(51)

Small proportional adjustment:
Add:

28

627g ≈ 649y + 1/19 ≈ 237045d 050 + 19d 130 = 237064d 3/10
Dividing this equation by 11 yields29 (using also eq.4):
57g ≈ 59y + 1◦ 430 ≈ 21549d 330 + 1d 3/4 = 21551d 180

(52)
(53)

— which are the Almajest 9.3 numbers displayed at eq.46. (Note §J3’s alternate route from
eq.48 to eq.53.) Division of this equation’s (or longer eq.52’s) outer elements yields:
m = 57g /21551d 180 = 205200◦ /215513d = 0◦ ; 57, 07, 43, 41, 43, 40/d

(54)

which is the Saturn tables’ Almajest 9.3-4 synodic tropical mean motion.

J What the Tables Reveal
J1
The question has been raised: why did Almajest 9.3 even bother to disguise long
cycles as short ones? (A step which has so durably misled certain astronomically-naı̈ve historians — who’ve extrapolated their planetary delusion to luney extremes: Rawlins 2002B
§A2.) Neugebauer as always sought (§H4) a Babylonian explanation for the Almajest 9.3
cycle-durations. Other possibilities: short cycles had greater utility (than long ones) in
practical calculation; and-or it was merely desired to make slight corrections to canonical
(long-since-thoroughly-tabulated) sub-100y cycles, a reasonable position that is more or
less that of both Neugebauer & Ptolemy. (True, it’s also possible [fn 12] that the disguising
was a deception. If so, it cannot be laid to Ptolemy, who [a] didn’t create this material,
[b] didn’t pretend any of his mean motions [Sun, Moon, all five planets, & stars] came
from subcentury-separated data, since he cited long time-bases for all eight [i.e., he had
more common sense than his modern worshippers: Rawlins 2002B §A2, Rawlins 2002H
§E5].) And the disguise was not entirely formal: we have noted (§E3) that for Venus,
the Almajest 9.4 tables could not be exactly based upon any larger period we encountered
during their developments here. (Indeed, in the case of Venus, we learned [idem] that a
rounding [connected to the shortening of the apparent base-cycle] sensibly affected the
tables’ accuracy.) By contrast, we found that the centuries-long cycles of Mercury (eq.12)
& perhaps Saturn (eq.52) will directly produce their respective tables.
J2
Regardless of our speculations on reasons for disguise: the origin of each of the short
tropical Almajest 9.4 planet tables has been revealed to be an empirical (stations-based) long
sidereal cycle. We have already discussed the evidence for this (above at §§B1&H4). The
most obvious point is simply that no intelligent ancient would30 found highly precise tables
upon anything but the sort of accurate base which only a long period-relation can provide.
(Note analogy to central reasoning at Rawlins 2002A §A11.)
Regarding the rounding of 19◦ to 1/19 of a circle in eq.52: see fn 15.
Despite the approximation-signs of eq.53, its d descends exactly from eq.52’s rounded d.
30
Exception to procedure (or intelligence) in Almajest 9.3: §E3.
28
29
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J3
The point has not only been proved here in general — in addition, all five previously
un-connected ancestors have been uncovered by the method of §C, and developed individually as we went along. Parts of the developments of the Mercury,31 Venus, & Saturn
cases are of course not guaranteed to be unique (though the Mars & Jupiter evolutions
[big-ancestor→small-Almajest 9.3 period-relation] are each essentially unambiguous, and
each of the 5 planet-developments’ final step [producing the five m of Almajest 9.3] is
effectively unique). E.g., for the Saturn case, one could take 313g = 324y + 3◦ + (eq.48
transformed to tropical, i.e., eq.50 halved) & add proportional adjustment 86g = 89y +
9◦ −, resulting in 399g ≈ 413y + 1/30; division by 7 then produces 57g = 59y + 1◦ 430 =
21551d 180 = 59y + 1d 450 , the Almajest 9.3 numbers (eq.46). (Or subtract proportional
113g = 117y − 9◦ from eq.50 for 513g = 531y + 15◦ 1/2; division by 9 gives eq.53.)
J4
However, this paper’s developments, from empirical long integral sidereal periodrelations to Almajest 9.3’s short tropical period-relations, have proceeded according to a
consistent theory (powerfully recommended by the case of Jupiter: §H4): that all proportional adjustment equations were chosen to be as small as possible.32 (Perhaps the ancient
computers believed that such procedure was less likely [than large adjustments] to degrade
the accuracy of the original empirical sidereal period-relations.) Indeed, for the cases of
Saturn (eq.51), Jupiter (eq.42), and Venus (eq.19), the adjustments were barely 1y .
J5
Though there are indeed variations in the treatments for each planet, the differences
are felicitously informative (and made writing this paper — fitfully over a period of more
than 20y — more of an adventure than otherwise). The treatment of Venus seems exceptionally crude (this was somewhat forced by factors noted at fn 12) and actually was so in
one respect (§E3). The sources of the tables of Jupiter and of Mars were not even known to
“author” Ptolemy (who just blythely & blindly rode-sourceback through the creation of both
planets’ tables: §K1). Whether there is any hint of heliocentrism in the longitudinal basis
(§G3) for these two planets’ tables must be left to others to decide. In any case, Jones’ grand
discovery of the true (longitudinal) sources of the Almajest 9.4 Mars & Jupiter mean motion tables now establishes beyond any doubt the truth of the revolutionary (contra-Muffia)
contention first propounded in DR’s 1980/4/13 & 9/2 letters to Gingerich (DIO 1.2 fn 55)
and 1st published in Rawlins 1985K & Rawlins 1987: all 5 planets’ Almajest mean motions
are based not upon Ptolemy’s alleged arc/time ratios but upon period-relations. [From the
letter cited, Gingerich knows DR was additionally discoverer of the precise solutions for the
majority (3/5) of the Almajest 9.4 planet mean-motions. So far, neither he nor the Muffia
has explicitly acknowledged this. Standard cult-generosity toward the heathen.]
J6
That these ancestral relations’ Y were centuries long is strongly indicated by the
particular cases of Venus [§E3’s 2003 bracket], Mars (§F1 [b]), & Jupiter (§H4) — but,
then, we have already noted in passing (§B1) that the point is obvious anyway both from
extant testimony to ancient methodology and from elementary empirical considerations.
31
An example of arbitrary rounding occurs in the Mercury development at eqs.10&11, where the
former d is kept more exact than the latter. Which is a reminder that this paper is a study in
inducing not the best procedures but the most plausible reconstructions of the actual procedures of
the Almajest 9.3-4 material’s understandably shortcut-happy ancient computers, working in a preelectronic (pre-blackboard!) era. In seeking out most-likely explanations of the Almajest numbers,
the required moderate flexibility added spice to the inductive process — though ever in mind was an
Occamite realization that too much nonuniformity of approach can end up fertilizing ad hoc fantasies.
(We have discussed excesses in this connection several times previously, e.g., DIO 1.2 §F4, DIO 4.3
‡15 §F5. [And note our own excess: see §G1 bracket & fn 21.]) Those who read this paper carefully
will see that we have operated with an accent on coherency (e.g., §§B1&J4) while nonetheless showing
how one can recover all the actual extant numbers.
32
It was that key criterion which discouraged the (otherwise attractive) alternate Saturn evolution,
provided for contrast at §J3. Another common thread throughout these developments (except for
Mars): use of unit fractions in the ancestor tropical relations.
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K Appendix 1. Ptolemy’s Plagiarisms
K1
Who computed the Almajest 9.4 planet mean motion tables? In §L, we will suggest
a possible author. But it is harder to prove who did the tables than to prove (§F3) Ptolemy
didn’t. As noted at §J5: with Mars (eq.31) & Jupiter (eq.45), Ptolemy isn’t aware of
the numerical basis of “his” own tables. [Note capper consideration in §F3 bracket.] He
blindly plagiarized them — and the numbers underlying them. He doubtless did likewise
for all 5 planets — but got flatout caught in the cases of Mars & Jupiter, where his alleged
synodic numbers unquestionably do not match the tables, while (as A.Jones has found:
eqs.31&45) the longitudinal numbers do perfectly produce those very tables. (Deceptions
fully summarized at §F3.)
K2
And do not fail to appreciate just how screwed-up the Muffia’s “Greatest Astronomer
of Antiquity” was. Recapping §F3:
[a] He claimed (fn 2) that the tables (Almajest 9.4) were based upon the observed arc/time
ratios he elaborates for each planet; but all 5 motions are instead based upon period-
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relations right in the tables’ preface (Almajest 9.3) — a preface which appears to have been
as thoroughly plagiarized as the tables themselves.
[b] Further, we have found that for 2 planets, the tabular mean motion cannot (§F3) be
calculated even from the synodic period-relation numbers he cites at Almajest 9.3 — so
Ptolemy cannot have known where the Mars & Jupiter tables came from.
K3
Plagiarizing all the planet mean-motion tables is perfectly consistent with Ptolemy’s
thoroughly-established ethics.33 Indeed, we’ve already for some time possessed independent proof of embarrassingly clumsy theft for, e.g., Mercury’s34 mean motion and the
Ancient Star Catalog.35

L Appendix 2. Implications of Greek-Exploited Records’ Antiquity
L1
I had previously doubted that Ptolemy’s mean planetary motions could be stolen
from Hipparchos (c.140 BC) or Apollonios (c.200 BC) because, e.g., the Mars mean
motion (based upon a 647y cycle) would have required Apollonios to have used data from
the 9th century BC, much earlier than the up-to-now-accepted date for the oldest Babylonian
records available to classical-era astronomers. But the block to such extended investigation
has now (fn 37) been lifted.
L2
Once we come to realize that there is previously36 unperceived evidence37 for Greek
use of pre-747 BC astronomical observations, our vision is broadened and led into new
paths from which the flamekeepers of orthodoxy are sadly self-barred (DIO 10 20).
L3
In pondering this point, the context is best kept in mind. Every other precise Almajest
mean motion was effectively finalized in the period between Aristarchos (c.280 BC) and
Hipparchos (c.140 BC): the Sun (Aristarchos-Hipparchos [Rawlins 2002A fn 17]), the Moon
(Aristarchos [Rawlins 2002A] & Hipparchos [Rawlins 2002H]), and the stars’s precession
(Aristarchos-Hipparchos [Rawlins 1999]). So, we are naturally inspired to ask whether the
planet mean motions (if not some detailed model-features as well, e.g., equant) are also
from astronomers of the period 280-140 BC. We will now discuss indications that happen
to lend independent support to this idea.
L4
As detailed in the foregoing paper, the ancients determined and tabulated (sometimes
remarkably accurate) tropical planetary mean motions by transforming integral sidereal
cycles obtained by comparing stationary point data centuries apart. (See fn 6, Rawlins
2002B fn 4, Rawlins 1987 n.28.) So each planet-cycle’s length (subtracted from the cyclediscoverer’s date) has the potential to lead us to the date of that planet’s earlier stationarypoint observation(s). The cycles behind the Almajest planet mean motions (Almajest 9.3-4)
have been given earlier here: eqs.9, 17, 25, 40, & 48. (See also DIO 2.1 ‡3 fn 17.)
The longest is 647y . But a later Ptolemy work, PlanHyp, gives cycles (Neugebauer 1975
p.906 Table 15) which are mostly about 3 1/2 centuries longer38 than that, e.g., Mars
1010y , Mercury 993y , Venus 964y . Many Ptolemy loyalists believe (and Ptolemy claims)
that this late Ptolemy work’s alterations reflect contemporary-data-based improvements of
33
Ptolemy’s ethics? At the 1997 History of Science convention (Liège), the bright & lovable authoress
of the recent book on this oxymoronic theme gave a talk on the subject. DR naturally offered from the
floor that the only question he has about Ptolemy’s ethics is: who’d he steal them from?
34
See Rawlins 1987 pp.236-237 item (5) and van der Waerden’s appreciative reaction (Rawlins
1991H fn 37). [Note added 2003. Alex Jones has recently made the original observation that the same
type of argument applies somewhat to Saturn as well.]
35
See DIO 12 ‡1 Fig.1 (K.Pickering) & ibid ‡2 pp.33-34 (D.Duke). For other key new evidence, see
DIO 10 fn 177.
36
See Rawlins 2002B fn 7.
37
Rawlins 1996C §§D-E, Rawlins 2002B §§A5&G2, Rawlins 2002H §C.
38
The PlanHyp cycles (tabulated at Neugebauer 1975 p.906) are: Mercury 3130 g = 993y , Venus
603g = 964y , Mars 473g = 1010y , Jupiter 706g = 771y , Saturn 313g = 324y .
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Ptolemy’s parameters. (See Neugebauer 1975 p.907.) If so, then most Almajest mean planet
motions are indicated to have originated over 3 centuries before those of the PlanHyp, i.e.,
c.200 BC. We will next explore some more detailed and thus more tentative speculations.
L5
Take the specific case of Mars: assuming the same rare 9th century BC Mars
stationary point data were used to found both PlanHyp (fn 38) & Almajest (eqs.24-25)
cycles: subtracting their 363y difference (1010y − 647y ) from 160-170 AD (PlanHyp date)
yields c.200 BC. For Jupiter (where both cycles are shorter),39 the similarly-computed date
(for creation of Almajest 9.3) would be: 165 AD − (771y − 427y ) = c.180 BC.
L6
Another provocative set of coincidences: the Y for Mars’ eq.25, Saturn’s eq.49, and
triple Mercury’s eq.9 are all virtually equal: all three Y values fall within a 1/2 percent
of 650y . This suggests a hypothesis. Suppose Mercury’s 217y Almajest period was based
upon 651y -separated pairs of stations; then comparison (as in §L5) with the PlanHyp period
(993y ) leads us to c.180 BC for the origin of the Almajest 9.3 material. If the Almajest
Saturn base was eq.49’s 648y (double eq.48) vs PlanHyp 972y (triple eq.48), then c.160 BC
is indicated40 as the rough date of its establishment. So we have speculatively induced
c.180 BC±20y as an approximate date for the originator of the ancestor relations behind
the Almajest planet mean motions.
L7
Planet-theorist Apollonios41 was late 3rd century BC. So: was he (or a rough
contemporary) the true source of some or all of the planet mean motions of the Almajest? Another possibility, curiously unexplored [especially inexplicable, considering that
he first went to Alexandria out of admiration for Aristarchos of Samos]: was Apollonios a
heliocentrist?
L8
For anyone who senses the reality behind ancient astrologers’ geocentrist façade
(Rawlins 1991P), it should not be at all unthinkable that such a knowledgeable mathematician & astronomer as Apollonios knew (perhaps just privately: §G3) the true pattern of
the Solar System — presumably including precession, the 1◦ /cy estimate of which is used
throughout the foregoing reconstruction of geocentrist Ptolemy’s planet mean motions,
since 1◦ /cy was adopted by the ancient geocentrist tradition. This heliocentrist value (going
back at least to Aristarchos, 280 BC: Rawlins 1999) was poor [cause: Rawlins 1985H];
but the very idea of precession was revolutionary, and (Rawlins 2002A fnn 14&16) it was
only natural that realization of the Earth’s gyroscopic precession should come from those
who understood that our planet was not terra-firma but terra-turner. See Rawlins 1999 for
the rather simple evidence for Aristarchos’ priority: he alone is cited for two disparate
yearlengths on the ancient Greek lists (ibid Table 1), and their difference is precession.

39
This could indicate that the early-remote stationary-point observations for Jupiter were about 2-plus
centuries later than those for Mars and (according to the theory of §L6) Mercury & Saturn. Thus,
its data are not indicated to be 6 1/2 centuries before the Almajest 9.3 period-relations (perhaps from
c.200 BC or a little later: §§L5&L7), as are perhaps the cycles for those three planets, though Jupiter’s
cycles do fit the 3 1/2-century differential pattern broached at §L4 and discussed here.
40
Venus PlanHyp Y = 964y fits §L4’s idea that most PlanHyp planet cycles use 9th century BC
data; but long Venus cycles are blocked from having the same Almajest-vs-PlanHyp 3 1/2-century
interval which can work for the other 4 planets. Eq.16’s huge 31 (fn 12) (reflecting 8-5 resonance
exactness), locks large Venus-returns into 1/4 millennium steps. [Venus-transits gaps: 1/2 that.] So
it’s irrelevant (& see Rawlins 2002V §C5) that Venus doesn’t fit our 3 1/2 century gap proposal.
41
Apollonios [who even bore a lunar nickname] probably published mean motion tables for the Moon
(Rawlins 1991W fn 242), and he was famous in antiquity for his knowledgeability regarding planetary
motion: Almajest 12.1. (Hipparchos is a less likely source; Almajest 9.2 speaks of the very limited
nature of Hipparchos’ then-extant planet investigations and mentions contemporaries’ work, which he
checked. And see Toomer 1984 p.421 n.10 on Hipparchos.)
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